Hello Ohmen and SuperFlux 1986 grads of UW Electrical Engineering! 25 years ago we finished a great milestone in our lives and started our journey to become who we are today...and if we told our kids what we went through, they probably wouldn’t believe us.

Ohmen, it seems like only yesterday that we donned our black & white SKA-gear, played hackie-sack & produced our own music video. Did Johnny really bite the head off of that zucchini? How much rope is required to secure a 20 bed sheet banner to a smoke stack?

Superflux memories may have faded; the Havenger Scunt, P**5 points, Prof Blake’s surprise and those straight jackets, but our classmates are going strong. Come out and find out how we are all putting to use those important lessons like "Beat the clock" and '00, 01, 11, 10". Not to worry, plaid jackets and ugly ties will still be welcome.

The University of Waterloo is hosting Reunion/Homecoming special events on September 24 and 25 for 1986 engineering grads and we really want you to join us there!! Here’s your chance to catch up with old friends or even just build your contacts network.

Activities kick-off at 11:30am with a barbeque lunch at SCH Festival Room (tickets $TBA) for all Engineering 1986 grads, including fun activities for the whole family!

**Quiz Time:** Name each of the profs who uttered these phrases...
1. “Please… I cannot shout”
2. “Zeeeeeerooh”
3. "...use $10^8$ or $10^{22}$, whatever”
4. “That’s it...You’re on your own...see you at the exam!!”

**Test Your University Knowledge:**
- "Live Earl Jive” worked at which radio station in the 1980’s?
- How many 24’s in a keg of beer?
- What are the rules to make Century Club status?
- EL-101 was famous for which specific class activity?
- What does P.O.E.T.S. stand for?
- What did you have to do at King Kong Subs to get your picture on the wall?
- Which skills were you likely to hone at the Grad Club?

**Did you know?** There are over 100 EE’86 UW classmates on LinkedIn.com? There is a EE’86 group, too! Connect today...

**Blast-from-the-past:** Search “EE86 Ohmen” on YouTube to find our 1985 Ohmen class-video + 20th anniversary reunion video.